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ABSTRACT: A conventional way to identify bridge frequencies is utilizing vibration data measured directly from the bridge. A drawback with this approach is that the deployment and maintenance of the vibration sensors are generally costly and time-consuming. One of the solutions is in a drive-by approach utilizing vehicle vibrations while the vehicle passes over the bridge. In this approach, however, the vehicle vibration includes the effect of road surface roughness, which makes it difficult to extract the bridge modal properties. This study aims to examine subtracting signals of two trailers towed by a vehicle to reduce the effect of road surface roughness. A simplified vehicle-bridge interaction model is used in the numerical simulation; the vehicle-trailer and bridge system are modeled as a coupled model. In addition, a laboratory experiment is carried out to verify results of the simulation and examine feasibility of the damage detection by the drive-by method.

1 INTRODUCTION

Monitoring aged and deteriorated structures including bridges has been an important technical issue in many countries. For bridge structures, structural health monitoring based on vibration data has become a more popular tool for the condition assessment of bridges. A conventional way to identify bridge frequencies is utilizing vibration data measured directly from the bridge, using vibration sensors mounted on the bridge. A drawback with this approach is that the deployment and maintenance of the vibration sensors are generally costly and time-consuming. One of the solutions is in a drive-by approach utilizing vehicle vibrations while the vehicle passes over the bridge. In this approach, however, the vehicle vibration includes the effect of road surface roughness, which makes it difficult to extract the bridge modal properties. This study aims to examine subtracting signals of two trailers towed by a vehicle to reduce the effect of road surface roughness. A simplified vehicle-bridge interaction model is used in the numerical simulation; the vehicle-trailer and bridge system are modeled as a coupled model. In addition, a laboratory experiment is carried out to verify results of the simulation and examine feasibility of the damage detection by the drive-by method.

The feasibility of extracting natural frequencies of bridges from vehicle vibrations has been verified theoretically. The practical feasibility of this method was examined experimentally by passing an instrumented vehicle over a highway bridge in Taiwan (Lin et al. 2005). Toshinami et al. (2010) and Kim et al. (2014) presented the results of scaled laboratory experiments aiming at verifying the feasibility of a drive-by inspection approach and concluded the importance of removing roadway surface roughness to improve identifiability. Two approaches can be considered to increase the possibility of successful identification. One approach is to increase the vibration amplitude of the bridge by allowing the bridge to be exposed to existing traffic or accompanying vehicles. The other approach is to reduce or eliminate the effect of roadway surface roughness. To eliminate or reduce the effect of road surface roughness by first synchronizing the response of the two vehicles with respect to the same contact points, and then by subtracting the synchronized response of one vehicle from the other.

In this study, a theoretical derivation was first presented to clarify the mechanisms of the drive-by inspection approach using two passing vehicles. Then a numerical simulation and a laboratory experiment were carried out to investigate the feasibility of this approach. A simplified vehicle-bridge interaction model was used in the numerical simulation; the vehicle-trailer and bridge system were modeled as a coupled model that allows multiple vehicles crossing the bridge. In addition, the laboratory experiment was carried out to examine of its application to damage detection as well.

2 THEORETICAL STUDY

The vehicle response contains not only dynamic characteristics of the bridge and vehicle but also other information such as the driving-related frequencies and road surface effects, which makes the extraction of bridge frequencies difficult. In order to investigate the feasibility of a drive-by inspection approach theoretically, two cases both a single vehicle and two vehicles are adopted (e.g. Yang et al. 2012).
2.1 *Theoretical study of a single vehicle traveling on a simple bridge*

Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional vehicle-bridge interaction model, where the vehicle is modeled as a moving sprung mass $m_v$ supported by a spring of stiffness $k_v$ and the simple bridge is modeled as a Bernoulli-Euler beam of length $L$, mass density $\bar{m}$ per unit length and bending rigidity $EI$. The road surface roughness profile is denoted by $r(x)$, a function of $x$ in the longitudinal direction of the bridge.

Let the vehicle move over the bridge with speed $v$. The equation of motion for both the vehicle and bridge at time $t$ can be expressed as follows by neglecting the damping effect of the vehicle and bridge for the simplicity.

$$m_v\dddot{y}_v(t) + k_v(y_v(t) - y_b(x, t) - r(x))|_{x=vt} = 0 \quad (1)$$

$$\bar{m}\dddot{y}_b(x, t) + EI\dddot{y}_b(x, t) = f_c(t)\delta(x - vt) \quad (2)$$

where $y_v$ and $y_b$ denote the vertical displacement of the vehicle and bridge respectively, and the contact force $f_c$ is defined as follows.

$$f_c(t) = -m_vg + k_v[y_v(t) - y_b(x, t) - r(x)]|_{x=vt} \quad (3)$$

The road surface roughness is defined as follows.

$$r(x) = \sum_{i} d_i \cos(n_i x + \theta_i) \quad (4)$$

where $n_i$ is the $i$th spatial frequency and $d_i$ and $\theta_i$ are the amplitude and the random phase angle of $i$th cosine function respectively.

By the modal superposition method, the bridge response can be expressed in terms of the mode vectors and generalized coordinates. The solution to Equation 2 can be expressed as follows.

$$y_b(x, t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sin \frac{n\pi x}{L} q_n(t) \quad (5)$$

Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 2 and integrating the variable $x$ from 0 to $L$, Equation 6 can be obtained.

$$q_n + \omega_{b,n}^2 q_n = 2\mu \sin nl(t) \{-g + \omega_n^2[y_v(t) - y_b(x, t) - r(x)]|_{x=vt} \quad (6)$$

where $l(t) = vt/L$, $\mu = m_v/\bar{m}L$ and $\omega_{b,n}$ is the angular frequency of the bridge for the $n$th mode and $\omega_n$ is the angular frequency of the vehicle, which are defined as Equation 7.

$$\omega_{b,n} = \sqrt{\frac{n^2 \pi^2 E}{L^2}} \quad (7a)$$

$$\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{k_v}{m_v}} \quad (7b)$$

On the right side of Equation 6, the second and last terms are the elastic force of the suspension and the inertial force of the vehicle caused by the surface roughness respectively. These two terms have negligible effect on the response of the bridge for simplicity as they usually cause less than 5% difference in maximum bridge displacement responses (Yau et al. 1999). The equation of motion for the beam in Equation 6 can be simplified as Equation 8.

$$\ddot{q}_n + \omega_{b,n}^2 q_n = 2\sin nl(t) \{-g\} \quad (8)$$

One can solve Equation 8 to obtain the generalized coordinate $q_n$ of the $n$th mode as follows.

$$q_n = \frac{\Delta_{st,n}}{1 - S_n^2} \left[ \sin nl(t) - S_n \sin \omega_{b,n}t \right] \quad (9)$$

where $\Delta_{st,n}$ is the static deflection caused by the weight of the vehicle as shown in Equation 10.

$$\Delta_{st,n} = \frac{-2m_vgL^3}{n^4 \pi^4 EI} \quad (10)$$

and $S_n$ is a non-dimensional speed parameter defined as follows.

$$S_n = \frac{m_vv}{\bar{m}L \omega_{b,n}} \quad (11)$$

Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 5 yields the general solution of the vertical displacement of the bridge as shown in Equation 12.

$$y_b(x, t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\Delta_{st,n}}{1 - S_n^2} \left[ \sin \frac{n\pi x}{L} \left\{ \sin nl(t) - S_n \sin \omega_{b,n}t \right\} \right] \quad (12)$$

Substituting Equation 4 and Equation 12 into Equation 1, and applying Duhamel's integral, the vehicle displacement can be obtained. Differentiating it with respect to the time $t$ twice, the vehicle acceleration response can be obtained as follows.

$$\dddot{y}_v(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left\{ A_{1,n} \cos((n-1)l(t)) \right. \right.$$

$$- A_{2,n} \cos((n+1)l(t)) + A_{3,n} \cos \omega_n t$$

$$- A_{4,n} \cos(\omega_n t - nl(t)) + A_{5,n} \cos(\omega_n t + nl(t)) \} \right.$$  

$$+ \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \frac{d_i \omega_n^2}{\omega_i^2 - (n_i v)^2} \left\{ (n_i v)^2 \cos(n_i v t + \theta_i) \right.$$  

$$+ \omega_n^2 \cos \theta_i \cos \omega_n t + n_i v \omega_n \sin \theta_i \sin \omega_n t \} \right.$$  

Herein the details of coefficients $A_{1,n}$, $A_{2,n}$, $A_{3,n}$, $A_{4,n}$, and $A_{5,n}$ are omitted but available in Yang et al. (2012).
As shown in Figure 2, two connected vehicles with fixed spacing $s$ pass through a simple bridge at constant speed $v$ are modeled. The equation of motion for two vehicles and the bridge are

$$m_v \ddot{y}_v(t) + k_v (y_{vk}(t) - y_b(x_k, t) - r(x_k)) = 0 \quad (14)$$

where $k$ denotes the $k$th vehicle, i.e. $k=1$ and $k=2$ indicate rear and front trailers respectively.

Table 1 Bridge properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Span length (m)</th>
<th>Simulation (Sim)</th>
<th>5.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st natural frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>Simulation (Sim)</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping ratio (Exp)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Vehicle properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total mass (kg)</th>
<th>Tractor</th>
<th>Sim</th>
<th>19.67</th>
<th>2.91</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>Front axle</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rear axle</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Model of two vehicles passing through a simple bridge.

Figure 3. Scaled bridge model and surface roughness profile used in the laboratory experiment.

Figure 4. Tractor and trailer models used in the laboratory experiment.

From Equation 13, it is shown that the vehicle response is dominated by four specific groups of frequency: the angular vehicle frequency $\omega_v$ (or $f_v$ for frequency), angular driving frequency of the moving vehicle $2\pi v/L$ (or $v/L$ for frequency), shifted angular frequencies of the bridge $\omega_{v,1,2} \pm \pi v/L$ (or $f_v \pm v/(2L)$ for frequency), and roughness related frequency $n_v$.

2.2 Theoretical study of two vehicles traveling on a simple bridge

As shown in Figure 2, two connected vehicles with fixed spacing $s$ pass through a simple bridge at constant speed $v$ are modeled. The equation of motion for two vehicles and the bridge are

$$m_b \ddot{y}_b + E I \ddot{y}_b = \sum_{k=1}^{2} f_{c,k}(t) \delta(x - x_k) \quad (15)$$

where $f_{c,k}(t)$ is the contact forces for the axle of the $k$th vehicle.

$$f_{c,k}(t) = -m_v g + k_v (y_{vk}(t) - y_b(x_k, t) - r(x_k)) \quad (16)$$

The displacement of the rear trailer can be solved. Herein, only the part of the response induced by road surface roughness is of our concern, which can be given as follows.

$$\ddot{y}_{v_1, r}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} d_i B_1 \left\{ -(n_i v)^2 \cos(n_i vt + \theta_i) + \omega_{v,1}^2 \cos \theta_i \cos \omega_{v,1} t + n_i \nu \omega_{v,1} \sin \theta_i \sin \omega_{v,1} t \right\} \quad (17)$$

where $B_1 = \omega_{v,1}^2 / (\omega_{v,1}^2 - (n_i v)^2)$.

Similar to Equation 12, $\ddot{y}_{v_2, r}$ is governed by the roughness frequency $n_i v$ and angular vehicle frequency $\omega_{v,1}$. Let us denote the component related to the roughness frequencies as

$$\ddot{R}_{v_1, r}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} d_i B_1 \left\{ -(n_i v)^2 \cos(n_i vt + \theta_i) \right\} \quad (18)$$

$$\ddot{R}_{v_2, r}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} d_i B_2 \left\{ -(n_i v)^2 \cos(n_i vt + \theta_a) \right\} \quad (19)$$

where $B_k = \omega_{v,k}^2 / (\omega_{v,k}^2 - (n_i v)^2)$ in which $k=1$ and $k=2$, the phase angle is defined as $\theta_a = n_i s + \theta_i$, and $s$ denotes the spacing between two vehicles.

As a result, by first synchronizing the accelerations of two vehicles for the same contact point, and then subtracting the synchronized responses from each other, it can be possible to eliminate the effect of road surface roughness.

3 ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

A vehicle-bridge interaction (VBI) was simulated utilizing a 2 degree-of-freedom (DOF) half-car model crossing over a finite element (FE) beam at constant speed. Methodology has been available in detail by McGee and T. (2009).

A scaled moving vehicle laboratory experiment was performed to investigate the feasibility of the drive-by approach. The experiment setup and roadway profiles considered in the experiment are shown in Figure 3. Three simple beams are used in the experiment in which each span is for accelerating, deaccelerating and observation respectively. Roadway profiles were considered in the experiment. The scaled bridge model used in the experiment was a simply supported steel-beam with the span length of 5.4 m. Accelerometers were deployed at quarter, mid- and three-quarter spans to monitor bridge responses in free vibration tests and during crossings.
of the vehicle over the bridge. Physical properties of the beam obtained from the manufacturer and free vibration tests are given in Table 1.

The vehicle model used for measurement comprises three cars consisting of a tractor and two following trailers as shown in Figure 4. The tractor was a two-axle vehicle, which serves to excite the bridge into motion and thus plays the role of an exciter to the bridge. It carries a wireless router and data logger that allows the acceleration data to be recorded remotely. The trailer was a two-axle vehicle, which will be excited by the bridge that is already in vibration and thus serves as a receiver of the bridge motions. Two accelerometers were mounted at the centre of the front and rear axles respectively to monitor the trailer bounce motion. Two trailers were assembled with identical components and configurations so as to behave with identical dynamic characteristics. Physical properties of the tractor and trailers models are given in Table 2. The simulated and experimental driving frequency of the moving vehicle \( \frac{v}{L} \) and two shifted frequencies of the bridge \( f_{b \pm \frac{v}{(2L)}} \) are summarized in Table 3. The sampling frequency was 100Hz, and the vehicle speed was 1.05 m/s.

4 EXTRACTING BRIDGE FREQUENCY

4.1 Numerical simulation

As mentioned in the previous section, a simplified vehicle-bridge interaction model is used in the numerical simulation to verify validity of extracting bridge frequencies from trailer vibrations. Fourier spectra of Acc1 and Acc2 are shown in Figures 5(a) and (b) in which “Acc1” denotes the acceleration response of Trailer 1 and “Acc2” denotes the acceleration response of Trailer 2. Figure 5(c) shows the Fourier spectra of the residual response, namely \( \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}-\text{Acc2}] \), in which “Acc1-Acc2” indicates the residual acceleration response obtained by subtracting Acc2 from Acc1. Figure 5(d) shows the residual spectra obtained by subtracting one spectrum from the other one, namely \( \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}]-\text{FFT}[\text{Acc2}] \). In addition, vertical red line and blue lines in Figure 5 indicate the frequency of the trailer and the shifted frequencies of the bridge respectively. Moreover \( \text{FFT}[\cdot] \) denotes the fast Fourier transform of a signal.

In Figures 5(a) and 5(b) the peaks around 2.33Hz which is relevant to the trailer frequency dominate. It is noteworthy the dominant spatial frequencies of the roadway surface model \( (n) \) ranged between 0.3c/m and 2.0c/m, and the peaks at lower frequencies than 2Hz are related to the frequency of road surface roughness \( (n_v) \). On the other hand, in Figures 5(c) and 5(d), those peaks in the frequency lower than 2Hz as well as that relevant to the trailer frequency were reduced, which indicates that the roughness-related components were reduced by taking \( \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}-\text{Acc2}] \) and \( \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}]-\text{FFT}[\text{Acc2}] \). In addition, the peaks near the shifted bridge frequency were noticeable. However, it is still difficult to identify the bridge frequency clearly. The peaks close to the bridge frequency (3.47Hz) in Figure 5(c) are larger than those in Figure 5(d), which demonstrates that the frequencies relevant to the road surface roughness and the vehicle were more effectively reduced by \( \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}-\text{Acc2}] \) than \( \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}]-\text{FFT}[\text{Acc2}] \).

4.2 Laboratory experiment

Fourier spectra from the laboratory experiment are shown in Figure 6. In Figures 6(a) and 6(b), major peaks appear at the roughness related frequencies under 2Hz and the trailer frequency (2.43Hz). Peaks relevant to shifted bridge frequencies were also observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Shifted bridge frequencies.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{v}{L} )</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{b - \frac{v}{(2L)}} )</td>
<td>3.38Hz</td>
<td>3.55Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{b + \frac{v}{(2L)}} )</td>
<td>3.57Hz</td>
<td>3.74Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Fourier spectra of trailer vibrations from simulation.

Figure 6. Fourier spectra of trailer vibrations from laboratory experiment.
Table 4 Damage scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>mass (kg)</th>
<th>(f_{n1}(\text{Hz})) Sim</th>
<th>(f_{n1}(\text{Hz})) Exp</th>
<th>(f_{n1} - v(2L); f_{n1} + v(2L)) Sim</th>
<th>(f_{n1} - v(2L); f_{n1} + v(2L)) Exp</th>
<th>Damping ratio (Exp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intact</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.38; 3.57</td>
<td>3.55; 3.74</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.28; 3.47</td>
<td>3.41; 3.60</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.24; 3.43</td>
<td>3.38; 3.57</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage3</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.20; 3.34</td>
<td>3.33; 3.52</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 shows the results of the numerical simulation for the fault detection. Fourier spectra of Acc1 and Acc2 are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) respectively. Figure 7(c) shows FFT\[Acc1-Acc2\] and Figure 7(d) shows FFT\[Acc1\]-FFT\[Acc2\]. Again, vertical red line and blue lines in Figure 7 indicates the trailer frequency and the shifted bridge frequencies of the intact bridge, respectively. In Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the shift of bridge frequency-related peaks due to additional mass cannot be observed. However, the larger the additional mass is, the larger the Fourier amplitude in 2.73Hz is.

Figure 8 shows Fourier spectra from the laboratory experiment for the fault detection. Figure 8 shows the averaged Fourier spectra of 10 runs of the measurement, from which it is difficult to identify changes in bridge natural frequencies. Despite of the difficulty in identifying bridge natural frequencies from vehicle vibrations, it is observed that the larger the additional mass is, the larger the peaks close to bridge frequencies become, as having been observed in the numerical simulation.

5.3 Fault detection using MTS

The Mahalanobis Taguchi System (MTS) is one of pattern recognition methods, which can be used in diagnostic applications to make quantitative decisions by constructing the multivariate measurement scale, Mahalanobis distance (MD) (Taguchi & Jugulum 2000). In this study, MTS is applied in order to quantify the change in the statistical pattern of frequency distributions in Fourier spectra.

Figure 9 shows MDs of areas of Fourier spectra between a frequency band from the simulation for FFT\[Acc1-Acc2\] and FFT\[Acc1\]-FFT\[Acc2\], taking the amplitudes in the frequency band of 2.5Hz to 3.0Hz and 3.0Hz to 3.5Hz as variables respectively. In the simulation, 10 runs of moving test were performed for each scenario; each run was introduced a set of random noise of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) = 10. Observations from Intact case are taken as reference group for the other cases and a cross-validation set of random noise of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) = 10. Observations from Intact case and 10 runs for Damage1, Damage2 and Damage3 were conducted. It is observed that MDs of FFT\[Acc1\]-FFT\[Acc2\] in 3.0Hz to 3.5Hz showed noticeable changes between the test scenarios. As for MDs of FFT\[Acc1-Acc2\], MDs of dam-
Damage cases were larger than MDs of Intact case. Changes in MDs considering from 3.5Hz to 4.0Hz, which covers the shifted frequency of the damaged bridge, were also observed.

\[
\text{FFT}[\text{Acc1} - \text{Acc2}] - \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}] - \text{FFT}[\text{Acc2}]
\]

(a) 2.5Hz to 3.0Hz

(b) 3.0Hz to 3.5Hz

Figure 9. MDs of areas of Fourier spectra (numerical simulation).

\[
\text{FFT}[\text{Acc1} - \text{Acc2}] - \text{FFT}[\text{Acc1}] - \text{FFT}[\text{Acc2}]
\]

(a) 3.0Hz to 3.5Hz

(b) 3.5Hz to 4.0Hz

Figure 10. MDs of areas of Fourier spectra (laboratory experiment).

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

A drive-by inspection approach using two passing trailers was investigated through a theoretical study, a numerical simulation and laboratory experiment. Observations are summarized as follows.

1) By subtracting the synchronized responses of the two vehicles from each other, it can be possible to eliminate the effect of road surface roughness theoretically.

2) The numerical simulation verified the effectiveness of subtracting the synchronized responses from two trailers to reduce the effect of road surface roughness.

3) In the laboratory experiment, subtracting the synchronized responses from two trailers resulted in reduction of the effect of road surface roughness, i.e. the amplitudes of the frequency lower than 2Hz were reduced.

4) For fault detection, in both the numerical simulation and laboratory experiment, the amplitude of frequency near the shifted bridge frequencies increased with the increasing damage level.

5) Taking the observations from the intact case as reference and performing MTS to the damage cases, MDs of areas of Fourier spectra between the shifted bridge frequencies increased as damage level increased, and demonstrated feasibility of the fault detection by the drive-by monitoring.

6) FFT[Acc1] - FFT[Acc2] was recommended in practical uses considering difficulties to synchronize Acc1 and Acc2 in the time domain.
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